
Plan, manage online, find 
resources, provide services

eServices  
for forest  

owners  
and service  

providers



The aerial photographs and maps are important tools 

for professionals, and for small businesses. Metsään.fi 

may replace the need to use a separate geographic 

information system or CRM.

A “one-stop shop” principle

Using eServices forest owners 

and service providers can fill in 

e-forms instead of paper ones– 

simple and easy.

Report on  
silvicultural work

Share your forest
information

Plan marketing

Benefits for all
Forest information in one place
Same information for all parties

Easy to use and to network.

Private
forest owners

Forest associations

Forest companies

Forest service providers

Plan work sites

Print maps

Find forestry work sites

Take advantage of
the reminder service

Ask more information

Maps and aerial photographs
Silvicultural work and expenses

Fellings and income
Natural values

Notify forestry
work sites

Submit forest  
usage reports

Apply for Kemera- funding and
leave a notification of work

related to Kemera

Updating the forest data
Service development

Customer support

Provide services

Kemera =
The Act on the Financing of Sustainable Forestry

Metsään.fi -  
Your online forest

  Shows the information and   

  opportunities of each forest estate

  Information about trees, soil   

  and nature

  Planning what to plant, cut   

  or protect

  Estimation on costs and    

  earnings of forest operations

  Forest owners can easily share   

  information and resource   

  needs for service providers 

  Secured login and user    

  authentication

  Forest owners, service providers   

  and Forest Centre can access the   

  same information

  Inform the Finnish Forest Centre   

 when work is completed

  Submit forest usage notifications   

 and subsidy applications

An independent  meeting point for 
forest owners and service providers

Forest owners and service  
providers can:

The forest owner decides  

who may access the data

The service is offered in 

Finnish and Swedish.



The Finnish Forest Centre is a state-

funded organisation covering the whole 

country. We are tasked with promoting 

forestry and related livelihoods, advising 

landowners on how to care for and benefit 

from their forests and the ecosystems 

therein, collecting and sharing data 

related to Finland’s forests and enforcing 

forestry legislation. The Finnish Forest 

Centre operates under the guidance of 

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.

www.metsakeskus.fi

Metsään.fi is a service provided by the Finnish Forest Centre and funded 
by the Finnish Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. eServices for forest 
owners and service providers are free of charge. Metsään.fi supports the 
fulfilment of many strategies and EU directives, including the EU Forest 
Strategy, the PSI and INSPIRE directives, the development of rural 
livelihoods and the promotion of biodiversity.
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